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item, that there is a special halo around the head of the true
Conservative the father of his country.* It was in fact a social
meeting-place for the landed aristocracy and non-party only in
the sense that the better or the more subtly intriguing type liked
to establish "contacts" with all types in politics and found use
in life even for a Social Democrat. Of the Herrenklub Schleicher
was naturally a member.
The "Klub" did not, in its own phrase, "conduct politics,"
but Schleicher did, and as we have seen did so with striking
success, and his fellow members who had followed his talent for
combinations with a little apprehension became emulous. But
they might never have become more than academically emulous,
had not the "presidial cabinet," casting desperately about for
economic remedies, come to the conclusion that, in addition to
the subsidies to the landed proprietors of which the "Klub"
highly approved, there must be what would possibly be more
profitable, a definite policy of land settlement and a break-up of
unfarmed or badly farmed land. The state of agriculture was
indeed as bad as it could be; the small farmer heavily in debt
to the state in spite of relief in taxation was in despair; already
there had been attacks on revenue officials and in Schleicher's
own Holstein troubles which the excitable compared to the
original Peasants' War. The small farmers and smallholders were
organizing; the landed aristocracy was threatened in a way that
it had not been threatened for generations and being threatened—
irony of ironies—not by a democratic or Socialist republic, but
by a "presidial cabinet," that is by the President, a landowner—
new indeed, but as land-proud as any of them. In mediaeval times
it was a recognized practice for the aristocracy to kidnap a king
to save the country; in the twentieth century it was decided to
"nobble" the President to save the aristocracy. Quite truly could
they say that they did not "conduct politics," but they could
conduct their own interests. The obvious remedy was to sub-
stitute a presidential party for the "privy council/' the object
* Moeller's influence was confined to the tiny Gleichen circle till the literary
hirelings of National Socialism3 seeking intellectual ancestors, discovered him.
He was an engineer of second-rate ability who discovered ideas late in life.

